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Welcome,
The end of another year, Christmas is fast approaching.
I would like to thanks all of my subscribers for taking my Monthly Newsletter, and to see
what's happening in the beautiful realm of Men's Work in the coming Months.
Men, if you feel that other Men that are in your circles of connection that would benefit
from my Monthly Newsletter, then please encourage them to 'Subscribe' either by sending
them the email, or getting them to sign up directly.

Pathways Foundation Leadership Program
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Date: November 29, 2018 @ 6:00 pm – December 3, 2018 @ 4:00 pm
Where: Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577
Cost: The total cost of the four-day training, inclusive of food and accommodation is
$1350.00.
Contact: Email Event website

Our unique Leadership Development program provides you with skills, experience and ongoing
mentoring in a safe, supportive environment as well as the opportunity for you to be renumerated
for your contribution.
Leadership training begins with an initial four-day residential program where distractions and
worries are left behind. This unique Leadership program is part of skills & theory-based, part

experiential and part personal development.
Leader candidates are taken out of their ordinary lives which opens them to new
experiences, new ways of being and an innovative and effective leadership model.
This part of the training is a stand-alone process and whilst there are many similarities
between our Men’s Leadership program and our Women’s Leadership program there are
important differences too.

Our men’s Leadership Training program provides opportunities for ongoing mentoring and
leadership experience through our Pathways to Manhood and YoungSTARS programs.
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Graduation and the number of camps required to achieve this depend on the individual. As a
Pathways Leader, you will be remunerated for Leading programs.

Rage Club – A journey for Men

Date: December 3, 2018 @ 7:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Where: The Lighthouse Private Property, Wattle Glen VIC 3096 (further details
after registration)
Cost: $300 for 6 weeks
Contact: Gero von Aderkas & Wayne Starkey (See below)
Event website
Men! Brothers!
It is time to release your inner Warrior from the Shadows.
For too long the Energy of Anger has been misdirected, abused, diminished and
feared. As a result, its gifts and purpose have been hampered and clarity,
decisiveness, empowered actions, boundaries and respect are lacking in our
community.
You are invited to come on a 6-week journey with a group of up to 12 people who
identify as male. We set out with the intention to change the individual, associated
internal story around the Energy of Anger from foe to friend and dare to experience
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the depth of our benevolent power.
We will meet on Monday nights, starting on the 29th of October at 7 pm sharp and
conclude at 10 pm. Every week we explore and embody the Energy of Anger
through our physical, mental and emotional bodies while staying present with what
arises in the process. The journey concludes on 3rd December 2018.
Gero von Aderkas and Wayne Starkey are space-holders for this Rage Club journey
and have both been involved with Men’s Work for many years.
The origin of Rage Club lies in the lineage of Possibility Management, a body of
work developed in Germany – you can read more here:
https://possibilitymanagement.org
Please get in touch if you have any questions or follow your YES and book your
place.
Gero on 0401 357 752 Wayne on 0487 846 420

Te Ahi Kaa – Soul Fire – An Initiation Journey For Men

Date: December 4, 2018 @ 12:00 pm – December 9, 2018 @ 3:00 pm
Where: William Arnott Lodge, 19A Wesley St, Elanora Heights NSW 2101
Cost: $1650-$1850
Contact: Nic Tovey +61 404 850143
Email
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Event website
An initiated man ceases to look for his purpose – he recognises he himself AS
purpose and he has learned how to vibrate this purpose into the world.
And he no longer looks for love outside himself, knowing he IS love itself. An initiated
man knows how to vibrate this wholeness with his brothers and sisters, has dropped
competition, and places himself at the gates of LIFE and calls other men to stand
with him.
He has initiated into the Feminine Mysteries as well as Masculine Presence. He can
fly with the eagles of perception, vision and clarity and bring the heights from
cosmos, and he can descend to the fire of his dragon, the depths of embodiment
and the dark light of his own soul.
He is twice-born and an avatar of the emerging civilization. To be so he must pass
through inner portals, from the heights of consciousness to the depths of matter,
right through his balls to the earth, and back again transmitting the life he is into the
world.
This journey requires the courage to be yourself, to give up waiting, to cease victim
and blame games, and to end projection onto women and external authority. Life is
no longer a plan pushed into the world but flows through you as power from the Void
and the womb of life, blessed by the sacred marriage within. You become a
transmission of this life force.
Read More:

THE ELDERS WAY 2018 ~ MEN IN BALI RESIDENTIAL
RETREAT
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Date: December 5, 2018 @ 9:00 am – December 12, 2018 @ 6:00 pm, Bali
Cost: 1750 and includes meals, full accommodation and other extras.
Contact: Wes Carter (08) 9337 8434
Email
Event website
‘It is not how old you are but how you are old.’
“Celebrating life’s last great journey… this retreat is for you.”
Join us at this special retreat for men aged 50 and over in a safe and confidential
space created for you to explore the potential of your last great journey in life. Far
from being a place of placid ‘retirement’, The Elders Way challenges you to claim
and celebrate this magnificent period of your life as a precious gift and reward for
your accomplishment and contribution to yourself and to others. Elders are a muchneeded resource within our community, there is work to do!
What you will gain on this retreat is…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

to know the work of an Elder
clarity and choice about celebrating your future.
an enriched sense of meaning about family and place.
an appreciation of your past life’s journey as you let it go.
understanding of your place in the community.
appreciate the practical and inner aspects of dying.
an enriched insight into your life’s purpose.
an enhanced freedom to be with other men.
ability to make time and space for yourself.
an appreciation of spirit.

Now it is time for you to take this opportunity. With only 6 places available, claim
your space now!
Cost is $1750 and includes meals, full accommodation and other extras.
The Elder’s Way Program Hosts
Wes Carter – O.A.M.
Wes has 30 years’ experience conducting personal development group work with
men and women. A pioneer of the Men’s movement in Australia, he has committed
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his life to exploring and contribute to the well being of people. A recipient of
numerous awards for his work in the field of men’s health and well being. From his
deep source of life experience, he shares and facilitates with rich, resonates
compassion. His work has touched 100’s of lives. Wes is absolutely committed, he
brings humour, challenge, support and life experience to this important work among
men.
Athol Prior
It is a delight to introduce Athol to our Men in Bali team. Athol’s retirement some
years ago gave him the opportunity to indulge his passion for men’s work. He has
been involved in diverse modalities in various countries over the last ten years. This
includes men’s groups, ManKind and Crucible Project weekends in Australia and the
US, MensWork Project offerings and National/International Elders’ Gatherings. Athol
is a family man who is also committed to his own pilgrim journey into Elderhood. As
an Elder, he practices the giveaway of service, takes every opportunity to bless, and
is excited about building bridges between men’s communities in Perth.
Jeremy Ingham
As a facilitator, presenter and coordinator of men’s work programs and workshops,
Jeremy brings his sharp perception and intuition, his pragmatic approach to personal
growth, his keen sense of humour and his substantial life experience to the table. He
is driven by a desire to contribute to every man having a deeper understanding of
himself; identifying ways of being that no longer serve and embracing alternative
possibilities for the future
For information and bookings
Wes Carter (08) 9337 8434 menswork@iinet.net.au
Peter Efford 08 9293 2363 epj@iinet.net.au

Inner Compass
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Date: December 7, 2018 @ 6:30 pm – 9:30 pm
Where: Melbourne north side Venue to be confirmed, North Melbourne VIC
3051
Cost: $45-$60
Contact: Sebastien Daka
More information
I believe that we all know, always! We all know what is right or not for us, We all
know what is our core truth of this moment.
I also believe that there is a common direction for all of us, that there is a flow that
works for a Greater Good. That we are all part of something bigger that wants to
work in harmony with all of us.
When facing any choice, they may be many voices in our heads: You can choose
what serves you, depending on your interests of the moment, or you can choose
what your entire being (and the world!) is longing for you to choose!
I call this wisdom: the inner compass! Everyone has access to it, and through time
it’s been given many names: God, the Heart, quantum field of consciousness, divine
intuition, etc.
The problem is that this compass tends to be out of tune. There are other voices
trying to weight in the balance: possible outcomes, profit, what others will think, how
it goes with my beliefs and personality, etc. They are all calculation of the mind!
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Truth is, our skills to calculate what is the best choice, depending on our past
experiences and present desires, will never be as good as the wisdom of the Inner
Compass.
Concretely, when we listen to the individual mind, we rarely have a real satisfaction
out of it. It may make us happy for a little while as we enjoy the sense of control and
manifesting, having what we wanted. But it doesn’t last and honestly, it is quite
shallow.
In return, when we follow this compass, regardless to what is the choice, regardless
to the rationality of it and the possible imagination of where it will lead us, there is an
immediate sense of fulfilment, a joy emerging from within. This is the experience of
being aligned and following one’s deeper truth.
WHAT?
This workshop is the result of my personal experience over 17 years, my practices to
tune in my Heart with my Head in order to always know my deeper truth! I will share
parts of my journey and we will experience together the tools I’ve been creating or
embracing for many years.
It is created in order to offer a concrete sense of this inner compass and it will let you
go with personal practices to test and apply in your life in order to develop a more
steady and clear connection with your core wisdom, your Heart, your Inner
Compass!
BOOK HERE:
ABOUT SEBASTIEN:
Sebastien Daka is an Embodied Spirituality coach and mentor, Tantric bodyworker
and teacher. He is dedicated to spiritual growth and personal development, using the
Heart as a tool and as a path. He spent the last 17 years travelling and studying
around the world and he already taught over France, Switzerland, Norway, Ukraine,
Mexico, India, Thailand and now Australia.
MORE INFO:

Island of Men #2
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Date: December 9, 2018 @ 8:30 am – 8:30 pm
Where: Herring Island, Richmond VIC 3121
Cost: $40.00
Contact: Mikey
Email

The Island of Men #2 is here.
Men of Melbourne and beyond, it’s time to Connect our Hearts!
This event will offer two ticket types:
1. Post-Menergy Reconnection Dinner, Music & Hangs: Menergy 2018
participants will be able to join us on The Island from 4.30 pm – 8.30 pm for a dinner,
some live music and general hang to celebrate and reconnect with our fellow
Menergy brothers. These tickets are just $15
2. All men, including Menergy 2018 graduates, may join us for the full island
experience 8.30am-8.30pm. These tickets will start at $40.
Men, it’s time to redefine our relationship with self and with each other as men. To
facilitate this, we’ve been blessed with our very own island for the day: the ‘Island Of
Men’, in the heart of South Yarra – Herring Island!
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The Island Of Men (IOM) is a one-day workshop based event, providing an
opportunity for men, for you, to open up in the heart space with other like-hearted
men.
Join us and be celebrated as you are, as a man, in your masculinity and femininity,
where you will be able to freely share as much or as little of yourself as you wish.
Engage and enjoy growth and expansion from informative and explorative
workshops, eat together, connect in a tribal union and have a whole lot of fun in the
process.
The experience will be one of openness, warmth, fun, love and collaborative
togetherness.
This event will be a combined offering. 2018 Menergy Attendees will have the
opportunity to join us for the full day or just for the 4.30 pm – 8.30 pm dinner and
social gathering. This will be an opportunity to reconnect with your follow Menergy
brothers on our special island location.
We can’t wait to see you all there for this amazing experience dedicated to men and
Connecting Hearts!
Much love from the IOM Team.
More Information

Men! An Initiation Journey – Perth
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Date: December 11, 2018 @ 2:00 pm – December 16, 2018 @ 5:00 pm
Contact: Aaron Kleinerman
Email
Event website

A Call to MEN! Head, Heart & Balls!
One of the things most missing on the planet is healthy, initiated men who know how
to stand together and help birth a civilisation where the masculine and feminine
energies are fully honoured, integrated and celebrated. Our future depends upon it.
Like all transformations, it begins as an inside job – offering ourselves to the
evolutionary fires of initiation so that we become what we seek to bring into the
world. This is the sacred journey of the modern spiritual warrior.
Old styles of masculine leadership are failing. The emerging leaders are not the
ones who think they know where we are going. They have already arrived. Both the
king and queen archetypes are fully embodied in them so that the future naturally
unfolds from their hearts. They can stand for the whole because they are whole.
During these five days, you will go through a series of experiential journeys designed
to support you in initiating yourself into that wholeness.
This event is for men who are already engaged deeply with their soul work, their
emotions, heart and their sexuality.
This is integration work.
If you are a man who has already gone deep into masculine archetype work, this
goes deeper. This looks at the core underlying issues that lay at our base. The
issues that we as men disconnect from and create trouble and issues in our
business, personal and relationship life.
This is an initiation journey that shifts your entire world.
Come with an open mind.
Come with a deeply loving heart ready to immerse as a community of sacred
brothers.
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Apply here:
More info on the facilitators and the content:
www.theinitiationjourney.com
Thanks for looking at Ceci's Hub ~ The Virtual Men's Gathering Newsletter, we will
see you next month.
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